We determine the rate region of the Gaussian scalar-help-vector source-coding problem under a covariance matrix distortion constraint. The rate region is achieved by a Gaussian achievable scheme. We introduce a novel lower bounding technique to establish the converse of the main result. Our approach is based on lower bounding the problem with a potentially reduced dimensional problem by projecting the main source and imposing the distortion constraint in certain directions determined by the optimal Gaussian scheme. We also provide several properties that the optimal solution to the point-to-point rate-distortion problem for a vector Gaussian source under a covariance matrix distortion constraint satisfies. These properties play an important role in our converse proof.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the Gaussian scalar-help-vector source-coding problem (also referred to as the one-helper problem) in which there are two encoders. The first encoder observes a vector Gaussian source that is correlated with a scalar Gaussian source observed by the second encoder. The encoders separately send messages about their observations to the decoder at rates R 1 and R 2 , respectively. The decoder uses both messages to estimate the first encoder's observations such that a certain distortion constraint on the average error covariance of the estimate is satisfied. The goal is to determine the rate region of the problem which is the set of all rate pairs (R 1 , R 2 ) that allow us to satisfy the distortion constraint.
Oohama [1] studied the one-helper problem when both the sources are scalar Gaussian and gave a complete characterization of the rate region. He used the conditional entropy power inequality (EPI), which was also used by Bergmans to determine the capacity region of the scalar Gaussian degraded broadcast channel [2] , to establish the converse for the one-helper problem. Oohama's proof suggests a connection between these two problems. Recently, Weingarten et al. [3] extended Bergmans's result to the vector case and determined the capacity region of the vector Gaussian multiple-inputmultiple-output broadcast channel by introducing the idea of enhancement. It is natural to expect the enhancement idea to be useful for the vector extension of Oohama's result. In this context, Liu and Viswanath [4] studied the one-helper problem when both the sources are vector Gaussian and the distortion constraint is on the average error covariance matrix. They combined Oohama's converse arguments with Weingarten's enhancement idea to obtain a lower bound. However, their lower bound is not tight in general because the steps in Oohama's converse proof are in general not tight if the sources are vector Gaussian. In particular, the distortion constraint is not met with equality in general. In our earlier work [5] , we used the enhancement idea with an improved outer bounding technique to characterize a portion of boundary of the rate region for the vector Gaussian one-helper problem. However, the complete characterization of the rate region remains unknown.
We consider the simplest version of the problem that cannot be solved using existing techniques, namely that in which the primary source is a vector and the helper's observation is a scalar. For this Gaussian scalar-help-vector source-coding problem, we completely determine the rate region using a novel outer bounding technique. We find the optimal Gaussian solution and determine the set of directions in which this scheme meets the distortion constraint with equality. This set of directions is used to define a potentially reduced dimensional problem that lower bounds the original problem. We then proceed as Oohama did to obtain a lower bound to the reduced dimensional problem. The lower bound thus obtained is achieved by the Gaussian achievable scheme. In this scheme, the first encoder vector quantizes its observation using a Gaussian test channel as in point-to-point rate-distortion theory. It then compresses the quantized values using Slepian-Wolf encoding. The second encoder just vector quantizes its observation using another Gaussian test channel. The decoder decodes the quantized values and estimates the observations of the first encoder using a minimum mean-squared error (MMSE) estimator.
Another contribution of this paper is that we provide several properties that the optimal solution to the point-to-point vector Gaussian source coding problem satisfies. The core optimization problem here is to maximize the log | · | function over a set of positive semidefinite matrices that are no more than two positive definite matrices in a positive semidefinite sense. Since this is a convex optimization problem, its optimal solution must satisfy the necessary and sufficient Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions [6] . By analyzing the KKT conditions, we arrive at several interesting properties that the optimal solution satisfies. These properties are used to prove the converse of our main result, and they could prove useful elsewhere, even outside network information theory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II explains the notations used in the paper. In Section III, we present the setup of the problem and give our main results. Section IV is devoted to study the core optimization problem in the point-to-point rate-distortion theory for vector Gaussian sources under covariance matrix distortion constraint. Finally in Section V, we give the converse proof on our main result.
II. NOTATIONS
We use uppercase to denote random variables and vectors. Boldface is used to distinguish vectors from scalars. Arbitrary realizations of random variables and vectors are denoted in lowercase. The covariance matrix of X is denoted by K X . The conditional covariance matrix of X given Y is denoted by K X|Y , and is defined as
All vectors are column vectors, and are m-dimensional, unless otherwise stated. We use I m to denote an m × m identity matrix. With a little abuse of notation, 0 is used to denote both zero vectors and zero matrices of any dimensions. For two positive semidefinite matrices A and B,
. All logarithms in this paper are to the base 2.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MAIN RESULTS
be a sequence of i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian random vectors. At each time i, X i and Y i are jointly Gaussian with the covariance matrix K X and the variance σ 2 Y , respectively. Without loss of generality, we can write
where a is a vector, and N i is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector with the covariance matrix K N and is independent of Y i . The first encoder observes X n and sends a message to the decoder using an encoding function
Analogously, the second encoder observes Y n and sends a message to the decoder using another encoding function
The decoder uses both received messages to estimate X n using a decoding function
and f (n) 2 , and a decoder g (n) such that
LetR be the closure of the set of all achievable rate-distortion vectors and define
We call R(D) the rate region for the problem.
Since we are interested in the covariance matrix distortion constraint, without loss of generality we can restrict the decoding function to be the MMSE estimate of X n based on the received messages. Therefore,X n can be written aŝ
If a = 0, then the problem reduces to the point-to-point vector Gaussian rate-distortion problem which can be solved using existing techniques. Therefore, we will assume that a = 0 in the rest of the paper. We will assume further that K X is strictly positive definite, since the case when K X is singular can be handled by defining an equivalent problem in which the source covariance is strictly positive definite. We can do so by applying an invertible transformation [7] .
A. Rate Region
Let us define the following set 
B. An Optimal Scheme
There is a Gaussian achievable scheme that is optimal for the problem. We present an overview of the scheme here. The details of the scheme can be found in ( [1] , [8] , [9] , [10] ). Let S(U, V ) be the set of zero-mean random variables U and V such that (a) U, V, X and Y are jointly Gaussian,
and a large block length n. Let R 1 = I(X; U ) + , where > 0. To construct the codebook for the first encoder, first generate 2 nR 1 independent codewords U n randomly according to the marginal distribution of U , and then uniformly distribute them into 2 nR1 bins. The second encoder's codebook is constructed by generating 2 nR2 independent codewords V n randomly according to the marginal distribution of V .
Given a source sequence X n , the first encoder looks for a codeword U n that is jointly typical with X n , and sends the index b of the bin in which U n belongs. The second receiver upon receiving Y n , sends the index of the codeword V n that is jointly typical with Y n . The decoder receives the two indices, then looks into the bin b for a codeword U n that is jointly typical with V n . The decoder can recover U n and V n with high probability as long as
The decoder then computes the MMSE estimate of the source X n given the messages U n and V n , and (c) above guarantees that this estimate will satisfy the covariance matrix distortion constraint. Let
Lemma 1: The Gaussian achievable scheme achieves
It immediately follows that the Gaussian achievable scheme achieves R G (D). The equality in Lemma 1 is proved later in Section V (problem P G and Lemma 3). Theorem 1 and Lemma 1 together imply that R G (D) equals the rate region R (D).
In particular, this proves that the Gaussian achievable scheme is optimal for this problem.
In the next Section, we study an optimization problem which appears in the converse proof of our main result.
IV. THE CORE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM
Consider the following optimization problem
where A 1 and A 2 are positive definite matrices.
Since the optimization problem (1) has a continuous objective and a compact feasible set, there exists an optimal solution K * to it. Moreover, it is a convex problem, therefore we obtain the following Lagrangian formulation
where Λ, M 1 and M 2 are positive semidefinite Lagrange multiplier matrices corresponding to the constraints K 0, K A 1 and K A 2 , respectively. Then, K * must satisfy the following necessary and sufficient KKT conditions [6] 
Observe that in the optimization problem (1), the constraint K 0 is never active. Hence, Λ * = 0. Since log |·| is strictly convex over the domain of positive definite matrices, K * is the unique maximizer of the problem. Let
be the set of all pairs (M * 1 , M * 2 ) of Lagrange multiplier matrices that satisfy the KKT conditions. Since Q is a compact set and Tr(.) is continuous, there exists M 1 ,M 2 in Q that solves the optimization problem min Tr (M * 1 ) subject to (M * 1 , M * 2 ) ∈ Q. SinceM 1 andM 2 are positive semidefinite, we can write their spectral decompositions as 
Let B be an m × m positive definite matrix.
We have the following theorem about the optimal solution to the optimization problem (1).
Theorem 2: (a) If r > 0, then S T (A 2 − K * ) S is strictly positive definite, (b) [S, T] is an m × m square matrix and is invertible,
(f) S and T are cross A 1 -orthogonal, (g) S and T are cross A 2 -orthogonal. The proof of the theorem can be found in [7] .
V. CONVERSE PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT
An outline of the converse proof is as follows. We start with a single letter outer bound to the rate region R(D). The single letter outer bound defines the main optimization problem P that lower bounds the first encoder's achievable rate for fixed D and R 2 . We solve the Gaussian version P G of the main optimization problem P by restricting the solution space to Gaussian distributions. We show that the problem P G can be reduced to a problem similar to (1) . Hence, its optimal solution gives two sets of directions S and T as discussed in Section IV. The distortion constraint is tight in directions spanned by the columns of S. The idea then is to define a potentially reduced dimensional problem, namely the reduced main optimization problemP by projecting the main source X on S and by imposing the distortion constraint only in directions spanned by the columns of S. The reduced main optimization problemP lower bounds the main optimization problem P and its optimal solution is Gaussian. Moreover, P G andP have the same optimal values. Therefore, the optimal solution to the main optimization problem P is Gaussian.
Liu and Viswanath gave a single-letter outer bound to the rate region in [4] . We arrive at a similar outer bound by using a slightly different outer bounding technique.
Lemma 2: If (R 1 , R 2 , D) is achievable then there exists random variables U and V such that
Proof: See the proof of Lemma 2 in [7] . Let us define the main optimization problem P as
Restricting the solution space to Gaussian distributions results in an optimization problem P G defined as
Let us denote the optimal values of P and P G by v(P ) and v(P G ), respectively. The same notation is used to denote the optimal values of other optimization problems defined in the paper. We can rewrite P G as
which is a double optimization problem. Note that for a fixed σ 2 Y |V , the inner optimization problem turns out to be F D, K X|V , which was defined in (1).
Since P G has a continuous objective and a compact feasible set, there exists an optimal solution K X|U * ,V * , σ 2 Y |V * to it, where U * and V * represent the corresponding optimal Gaussian random variables. We now have the following lemma.
Lemma 3: We can assume without loss of generality that (U * , V * ) ∈ S(U, V ) and σ 2 Y |V * = σ 2 Y 2 −2R2 . Proof: See the proof of Lemma 3 in [7] .
(2) and Lemma 3 imply that the optimal value of P G is v(
where
and K X|U * ,V * is optimal for problem F D, K X|V * with an optimal value v F D, K X|V * = 1 2 log K X|U * ,V * .
As discussed in Section IV, K X|U * ,V * gives two sets of directions S and T which satisfy the properties in Theorem 2. On substituting (5) into (3), we obtain v(P G ) = 1 2 log
where (6) follows because [S, T] is invertible from Theorem 2(b), (7) follows because [S, T] is K X|U * ,V * -orthogonal from Theorem 2(c), and (8) follows because T is K X|V * -orthogonal, and S and T are cross K X|V * -orthogonal from Theorem 2(e) and 2(g), respectively. We now have the following theorem which is central to the converse proof of our main result.
Theorem 3: A Gaussian (U, V ) is an optimal solution of the main optimization problem P .
Proof: First note that since restricting the solution space over Gaussian distributions can only increase the optimal value of the main optimization problem P , we immediately have v(P G ) ≥ v(P ).
So, it suffices to prove the reverse inequality
Let us define the reduced main optimization problemP as
Since [S, T] is invertible from Theorem 2(b), we have
Note that any (U, V ) satisfying
Therefore, the feasible set of P is contained in that ofP . Moreover, (10) above implies that the objective of P is no less than that ofP . We therefore have that v(P ) ≥ v(P ).
The objective ofP can be decomposed as
We now define two subproblems that are used to lower bound the reduced main optimization problemP . The first subproblemP (D) minimizes the first mutual information in the right-hand-side of (12) subject to the distortion constraint inP and the second subproblemP (R 2 ) maximizes the second mutual information in the right-hand-side of (12) subject to the rate constraint and the Markov condition inP . In other words, P (D) is defined as
It is clear from the decomposition in (12) and from the definitions ofP ,P (D) andP (R 2 ) thatP (D) andP (R 2 ) lower boundP , i.e.
v(P
It is easy to show that a Gaussian (U, V ) with the conditional covariance matrix K X|U * ,V * is optimal for the subproblem P (D), and the optimal value is v P (D) = 1 2 log S T K X S .
We now have the following Lemma about the optimal solution to subproblemP (R 2 ). Lemma 4: A Gaussian V with the conditional variance σ 2 Y |V * is optimal for the subproblemP (R 2 ), and the optimal value is v P (R 2 ) = 1 2 log S T K X S S T K X|V * S .
Proof: See the proof of Lemma 5 in [7] . On substituting (14) and (15) into (13), we get v(P ) ≥ 1 2 log S T K X|V * S .
From (9), (11) and (16), we have v(P ) ≥ v(P G ), which means that a Gaussian (U, V ) is optimal for the main optimization problem P .
We are now ready to prove the converse of Theorem 1. Suppose (R 1 , R 2 , D) is achievable, then (19) is continuous in (R 2 , D) . This completes the converse proof of Theorem 1.
Remark: Using the results in this paper, one can obtain an outer bound for the general problem in which there are individual distortion constraints imposed on both X and Y . The outer bound is tight in some nontrivial cases [7] .
